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WHY CHOOSE AP?
Through AP's college-level courses and exams, you can:
• Earn college credit and advanced placement
• Stand out in the admission process
• Be introduced to a college level classroom environment
before you graduate from high school

AN AP CLASSROOM
From the moment you enter an AP classroom, you'll notice
the difference in:
• the teacher's approach to the subject
• the attitude of your classmates
• In the way you start to think

In AP classrooms, the focus is not on memorizing facts and
figures. Instead you'll engage in intense discussions, solve
problems collaboratively, and learn to write clearly and
persuasively.

PREPARING FOR COLLEGE
• AP courses can help you acquire the skills and habits
you'll need to be successful in college.
• You'll improve your writing skills, sharpen your problemsolving abilities, and develop time management skills,
discipline, and study habits.

COLLEGE CREDIT AND
PLACEMENT
• Earn College Credit and Placement
• Most four-year colleges in the United States and colleges
in more than 60 other countries give students credit,
advanced placement or both on the basis of AP Exam
scores.
• By entering college with AP credits, you'll have the time to
move into upper level courses, pursue a double-major or
study abroad.

WHAT TO EXPECT
• Summer homework
• More outside reading
• More writing exercises
• Tougher grading practices
• Accountability inside and outside the classroom
• A college level classroom atmosphere (lectures, document
analysis, more independent thinking/learning)

THE TEST
• Tests are the first two weeks in May
• All tests include multiple choice sections and free
response sections
• It is scored on a 1-5 rubric
• 3-5 are considered “passing” grades, meaning those
students will probably receive college credit for that subject
• Students who achieve a 1-2 score will still get the credits
for the class, as long as they have a passing grade both
semesters

AP FROM SOME WHO
HAVE EXPERIENCED IT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqEAQJgvk5o

AP COURSES ALREADY
OFFERED AT CUHS
•

AP Calculus

•

AP Statistics

•

AP Literature

•

AP Language

•

AP Art

•

AP Chemistry

•

AP Biology

•

AP US History

•

AP European History

•

AP Psychology

•

AP Government and Politics

•

AP Spanish Language

AP US HISTORY (APUSH)
• Test consists of 4 short answer questions, 55 multiple
choice questions, 1 Document Based Question, and 1 long
essay
• Much of the year will be spent on learning how to analyze
primary and secondary sources, and write analytical
essays addressing major themes, problems, and events in
US history.
• Students will go into much more depth regarding US
issues and be expected to understand the significance of
these events and how they have shaped our world today.
• In order to be successful in APUSH, students will be
expected to do a minimum of 60 pages of reading weekly,
take lecture notes on a daily basis, and make a
commitment to the class and the material.
• There will be a mandatory meeting in room 903 on May 21
at break to receive summer homework and textbook

In order to take AP Psychology, students
must:
*Have taken and passed Psychology with
a B or A
*Have successfully completed their
English courses
*Be willing to take a college-level class
while in high school
*Be able and willing to study
independently

Topics of Study:
*History and theoretical approaches
to psychology
*Research methods of psychology
*Biological bases of behavior
*Sensation and perception
*Differing states of consciousness
*Learned and unlearned behavior
*Cognition
*Motivation and emotion
*Developmental psychology
*Personality
*Measuring and testing individual
differences
*Psychological disorders
*Treatment of psychological
disorders
*Social psychology

AP PSYCHOLOGY
Purpose of the course:

AP Psychology is designed to introduce
students to the systematic and
scientific study of human development,
behavior, learning, motivation, and
personality of human beings and other
animals. Students are exposed to the
psychological facts, principles, and
phenomena associated with psychology.
They also learn about the ethics and
methods psychologists use in their
science and practice. The study of
psychology enables students to
recognize and cope with uncertainty
and ambiguity in human behavior.
The AP Exam:
*Taken in May
*Consists of 100 multiple choice question (70 minutes to
complete) and 2 Essays (50 minutes to complete)
*Passing score of 3,4 or 5 (out of 5) will lead to college
credit (number and type of credits differ from college to
college)

AP LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION
(AKA “THE LITERATURE OF FACT”)

Course Overview (a technical description):

 Students read a variety of texts and are taught basic elements of rhetoric:
* writing with a purpose
* addressing and appealing to an audience
* creating effective text structures with appropriate style
 We will also work on argumentation and the skills of synthesizing, summarizing,
paraphrasing, and quoting and citing secondary source material.
Course Overview (a practical application):
Students will develop the skills needed to
• evaluate/interpret what others write
• effectively express what they want to say
• make informed and meaningful decisions in academic and personal situations.

AP Lang. continued…
The AP Lang Student :

• must be willing to work hard
• want to tackle the challenges of a college level class
• be interested in learning how to persuade people

The Test:
• 45% multiple choice questions: analyze the rhetoric of prose passages
• 55% free response essays: show that you can effectively demonstrate the
skills you have learned

AP Lang. continued…
The Texts:
Summer Reading:
Thank You for Arguing: What Aristotle, Lincoln,
and Homer Simpson Can Teach Us about the
Art of Persuasion

By Jay Heinrichs

Textbooks:
1) Quick Access: Reference for Writers.
By Lynn Troyka and Douglas Hesse
2) Writing America:
Language and Composition in Context
By David Jolliffe and Hephzibah Roskelly

AP LITERATURE AND
COMPOSITION
● To be taken after AP Language
● Geared for the highly-motivated student
●Explore imaginative literature from Shakespeare to Contemporary
Fiction
●Students will engage in extensive reading, writing, and analytical
thinking
● Students write an interpretation of a piece of literature that is based
on a careful observation of textual details.
● Must possess outstanding language skills and the willingness to
spend whatever amount of time and effort necessary to determine
meaning and to discover implications of their reading.
As they read, students should consider a work’s structure, style, and
themes as well as such smaller-scale elements as the use of figurative
language, imagery, symbolism, and tone.

AP STUDIO ART:
Studio Art Portfolio
In Studio Art, students present selected materials from the
work they have done during the AP course (or high-quality
work from previous years) for evaluation at the end of the
year by a group of artists and teachers. The preparation of
the portfolio for the AP evaluation requires forethought -work submitted for the various sections must be
appropriate.
The portfolio falls into three required sections that carry
equal weight, -- Quality, Concentration, and Breadth –

AP STUDIO ART:
PORTFOLIO
REQUIREMENTS
QUALITY

5
Five actual
artworks; mailed
in; maximum size
is 18" x 24"

CONCENTRATION

12
Minimum of 10
artworks, 12
slides total-- two
may be details
submitted
through digital
photographs

BREADTH

12
Minimum of 12 art
works; one slide of
each is submitted
through digital
photographs

Portfolios are scored on an average 6 being the
highest score possible and 3 considered passing

WHAT’S THE
DIFFERENCE?
When someone looks at one’s
work, the first thing s/he notices is
the artist’s treatment of design
elements and principles (line,
shape, color, value, texture,
pattern, proportion, movement,
rhythm, etc.), then that artist is
probably a prime candidate for

2-D Design.

If, on the other hand, when
someone looks at one’s work,
s/he notices the drawing quality
and the sensitivity to light and
shadow the artist is likely a
good match for the

Drawing
Portfolio.

EXAMPLES…
THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLES OF PORTRAITS MAY HELP
ILLUSTRATE THE DIFFERENCE. THE ONE ON THE LEFT IS
MORE DESIGN-ORIENTED WITH THE ONE ON THE RIGHT
BEING MORE DRAWING/PAINTING-ORIENTED. THE CENTER
IMAGE IS ONE THAT COULD GO IN EITHER PORTFOLIO
BECAUSE IT HAS A VERY STRONG SENSE OF DESIGN WHILE
STILL KEEPING INTERESTING LINE QUALITY AND SHADOW.
Drawing
Either One!
2 Dimensional Design

AP Chemistry:
AP Chemistry is designed to offer a rigorous and challenging course that teaches the
chemistry and chemical principles typical of college general chemistry course. Students learn
the usefulness and relevance of chemistry in both their intended areas of study and in the
everyday world through lecture, discussion, reading and laboratory experimentation.

Pre-Requisite Courses:
Chemistry: Earning a grade of A
or B both semesters.
Algebra II: Earning a grade of A
or B both semesters.
Concept Outline:
Big Idea 1: Chemical elements
are fundamental building
materials of matter.
Big Idea 2: Chemical and
physical properties of materials
can be explained by the
structure and arrangement of
atoms, ions and molecules.

Big Idea 3: Changes in matter involve the
rearrangement of atoms and the transfer of
electrons.
Big Idea 4: Rates of chemical reactions are
determined by details of the molecular
collisions.
Big Idea 5: The laws of Thermodynamics
describe the essential role of energy and
explain/predict the direction of changes in
matter.
Big Idea 6: Any bond or intermolecular
attraction that can be formed can be
broken. These two processes are in a
dynamic competition.

AP Chemistry:
Laboratory Experiments: Labs are an important part of any college chemistry
course and are subsequently a large part of this class. Understanding lab
procedures and techniques, the ability to collect and analyze data are
important to doing well on the AP Chemistry exam and to success in future
chemistry classes. Lab activities are approximately 3 hours in length and will
be completed during a combination of block periods, before or after school,
and possibly on Saturday mornings. (TBA)
Summer homework : You will need to master the formulas, charges, and
names of common ions. On the first day of the school year, you will be given
a quiz on these ions. In addition to the mastery of common ions,
Students will: Complete Chapter 1: Notes
Summary Sheet
Red Exercises

AP CALCULUS (AB)
 Students entering this course need to have very strong algebra
skills, have mastered Pre-Calculus (including trigonometry) and
must have the ability to critically think and analyze problems.
 Students will need to have a basic knowledge of how to use a
scientific graphing calculator. We will be using a TI-84 plus in class
but many other types will work as well. Student needs to have
access to this calculator at home for homework. (arrangements can
be made through me if unable to locate a calculator)
 Students must be prepared to complete all homework, study for
exams, and prepare an end-of-year research project. There will be
one evening study session before the AP test.
 Student will be studying Differential and Integral Calculus through a
process involving limits and analysis. This is a college course and
will be taught as one. Students will take detailed notes, seek
tutoring if needed, complete all homework and study, study, study.
 All students will take the AP test in May and need to clear this date in
advance. The test will take precedence over ANY extra curricular
activities.

AP STATISTICS
 Students need to have mastered Algebra II including logarithms,
exponential equations, linear equations and linear regression.
Strong math skills are needed to lead to the analysis of data.
 Students will be analyzing data through many labs, gathering of
data, lecture, assignments and assessments.
 Students are required to take very detailed notes, complete all
homework, labs and projects. A large portion of our data analysis
will be completed using the statistics programs in a scientific
calculator. A TI-84 plus will be used in class. Students will be using
the calculator on a daily basis in class and for Homework. If at all
possible student will need to purchase or borrow a calculator for
their personal use.
 Main topics covered in AP Statistics - Organizing Data: Looking for
Patterns and Departures from Patterns, Producing Data: Samples,
Experiments, and Simulations, Probability: Foundations of
Inference, Inference: Conclusions with Confidence.

MEET OUR TEACHERS!
•

Teachers will be standing around the room to answer any questions
or concerns you may have

•

Ms. Kutzner – AP Language

•

Mrs. Baker – AP Literature

•

Mrs. Spivey – AP Art

•

Mrs. Crivelli – AP US History

•

Mrs. Ross – AP Psychology

•

Mrs. Barragan – AP Calculus

•

Miss Chapman – AP Statistics

•

Mrs. Seals – AP Chemistry

•

Mr. Benomar – AP Spanish Language

•

Mrs. Sullivan – AP Biology

